




























A Diversity of Decorative Reliefs at Ptghnavank‘ in the Republic of Armenia
Natsumi AKO
????????
?Armenia is at the eastern edge of Christian culture. Accepting Christianity in the early fourth century, churches 
were continuously built until the fourteenth century when Mongolians gained power there. Today around 200 
churches have been bequeathed to us in the Republic of Armenia. They are often decorated with reliefs that are 
made of tuffs, the same material used to build the church itself. Abstract motifs, for example crosses and grapes, 
are usually selected as church decorations; however former studies have primarily focused on human motifs that 
are inconsistently distributed across region and time. Essentially, there is a lack of discussion on Armenian church 
decorations on the whole.
?This paper aims to identify the symbolism present in Armenian church decoration. I chose Ptghnavank‘, an 
Early Medieval Armenian church, located in the village of Ptghni, 15 km north of Yerevan downtown. This 
domed-hall church was situated in a territory under the Amatunis, an honorable family first mentioned in a fifth 
century text.
?Despite the current condition of Ptghnavank‘, there are 23 reliefs including 32 motifs divided into seven catego-
ries: grapes, crosses, animals, birds, vessels, geometrical patterns, and botanical patterns (without grapes). The 
diversity of motifs is one of the characteristics of this church.
?Why does Ptghnavank‘ possess different kinds of motifs? I approached this question through the three points 
surrounding Ptghnavank‘: iconography of the reliefs, architecture, and historical background. Eventually they led 
me to suppose that Ptghnavank‘ possessed a dual function – episcopal church and ancestral memorial hall. The 
public and private aspects required suitable motifs for each purpose, thus simultaneously the reliefs played the 
elaborate role of implying as well as maintaining Ptghnavank‘’s dual function.
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